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The Prophet
by dallas jones

Genre
Action-Suspense-Thriller
Logline:
Fear not the religious zealot but fear the angry genius that masters the tools of terror.
Tagline
They who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary safety, deserve neither Liberty nor
Safety - Benjamin Franklin
Ideas for Marketing the Movie
This movie is bold. But most cutting edge movies (that have been financially successful) over the last few
years have separated themselves from the rest with something new to offer. This movie uses creative
innovations (the emotions game) and the Internet (enticing videos) in innovative ways not YET used in the
movie industry.
By integrating the resources, reach, and power of the Internet an affordable movie could be produced and
marketed. In the section ‘Interesting Videos We Could Do A Lot Better’, we could make videos that
advertised the movie demonstrating how vulnerable we are by terrorists. If you look at the number of hits on
some existing http://YouTube.com videos that have gone viral, with the right campaign, ‘MILLIONS OF
HITS’ are possible. If accomplished this would generate viral interest in the movie and attract a big name
distributor.
The movie is built around a series of terrorist videos, each more terrorizing than the last to scare the
American public and make them think. The object would be to create a series of provocative videos, put it
up on YouTube, and try to get them to go viral.
Also I can create a series of controversial trailers which would peak interest in the movie.
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Controversial Advertising Trailers on YouTube
1. (1st Danny’s Video) Video on the Horrors of Drone Strikes (# of innocent people killed, personal interviews
of family killed)
2. (2nd Gordon’s Video) Video on the partiality of embedded journalists that as they get more well known
come under pressure to support their culture and skew their reporting)
3. (3rd Pantero’s Video) Interview General (composite) that have retired and show how he thought the wars
were meaningless. Shows General Pantero’s family, then him ordering a drone airstrike, him playing darts
with his men, and interviews with several hookers that General ‘Big Stick’ Pantero’s visits. (he is not given a
warning)
4. (4th President’s Video) Shows the slaughter we’ve done in the killing of hundreds of thousands and
maiming of millions. Shows news article headlines of atrocities, and how women rights have taken a step
back because of our wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Show the American kids happily playing and footage of
Afghan kids playing then dead.
5. (5th Final Video) Video shows how to give civilization the best chance for survival we must modify our view
of nationalism and look at our planet as a single entity or like all empires civilization will collapse into a new
dark age.
Possible Viral Videos to generate interest in the movie (Note: can create all or just a subset of the
following videos)
With the ever growing intrusion by the government in our lives, I hope to create a series of
http://YouTube.com videos that show how they invade our privacy and how we as citizens can prevent this
intrusion into our private lives.
1. (Video #1) This demonstrates the TOR NETWORK, http://TorProject.org, which prevents anyone from
learning your location or browsing habits.
2. (Video #2) Demonstrates how you can take a laptop and connect to the Internet through unsecured and
secured networks.
3. (Video #3) One-Time-Pad Encryption explained and how to do it. This is unbreakable encryption.
4. (Video #4) Explains cell phone tracking and what can be done to avoid it.
5. (Video #5) How to create a Wi-Fi signal booster so you can connect to networks further away.
6. (Video #6) Explains how all new printers are embedded with a secret micro code that on printouts allows
someone to know exactly which printer a message came from and how to overcome this.
7. (Video #7) Shows what can be found in trash and how one can extract it.
8. (Video #8) Explains how common plants in nature can and has been used by terrorists on deadly poisons.
What methods are used to create these poisons and how law enforcement would track the possible
creation of these substances.
9. (Video #9) What constitutes legal evidence against someone and how it can be gathered and manipulated
to portray someone as guilty.
10. (Video #10) Explains how to create the psychology of fear and terror that governments (our own) uses to
manipulate the population in supporting their agenda and how a population can protect against this.
11. (Video #11) How to bug a phone or detect a phone tap.
12. (Video #12) Talks about sites that can be used to determine if plagiarism has taken place and how to avoid
plagiarism.
13. (Video #13) How to create your own remote controlled spy device.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The products used in the movie and available on the Internet. Might get these companies to kick in
money for the movies subtlety promoting their products.
(wireless Camera)
(remote control helicopter)
(plagiarism website)
(monitor cell phone & spy software)
(secret code on Printers)
(web products that read Nearby Wi-Fi Networks)
(police monitor)
(car GPS)
Sample of Useful Websites & Possible Advertisers
Videos will be created of everything that the movie employs will be created for http://youtube.com
and how they can be blocked. These hopefully will draw a strong interest in seeing the movie.
1. http://www.ardronehelicopters.com/
(helicopter remote control drone)
2. http://trapcall.com
(unblock blocked calls)
3. http://spyingbubble.com
(monitor phone calls) (shows location of
phone, listen in when phone is off,
listen in on conversations
4. http://PlagiarismDetect.com
(determine if document is plagiarized)
5. http://translate.google.com
(translate from one language to another)
6. http://householdhacker.com
(intercept calls)
7. http://youtube.com
(videos on doing just about anything)
8. http://astak.com
(wireless camera)
9. http://www.kismetwireless.net (display surrounding networks)
Example Videos We Could Do a Lot Better Which Could Also Advertise the Movie
I see creating the following videos for http://youtube.com that will show both how to create the
device and how to protect against the device. Hopefully draw viral interest in the movie.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W28SOiZ_-8c
(intercept cell phone of others)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY8OnLAOfS4
(view blocked calls on cell phone)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltYNLKDM6-s&p=3E24DC1C83A87D85&index=3&playnext=2
(make a timer detonator)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oyp8eoYmRXo&feature=related (cell phone denotator)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e26eBHdm31I (gasoline bomb)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCea7PztbtU&feature=related (solar powered cell phone)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8otErGsi8No&NR=1 (solar charger)
Promotion of ‘SincerityPlus’ Game
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1. (a new idea for a game that people have to act out one of the 48 different EMOTIONS, I
can create and put online – I have worked out details didn’t include here because it is
several pages long) http://SincerityPlus.com
Characters:
 Cabot Michaels (protagonist) – A true genius. American, theoretical physicist lecturer at
California Institute of Technology, CalTech (protagonist). His politics is Libertarian, in fact he
doesn’t much believe in anything and has really given little thought into the lives of other
people especially one’s outside the US. Cabot lives in townhouse in Santa Monica up from the
beach.
 Dr. Sara Hepinstall – Very liberal, American medical doctor – Cabot’s recent girlfriend
 Ty Riddle – NSA security chief (antagonist), he speaks Arabic and ordered the drone attack
that killed Sara. He believes killing one terrorist out weights any collateral damage.
 Ahmed Sheikh – Senior journalist for Al-Jazeera
 Kathy Hepinstall – twin sister of Sara, fiction writer
 Stephen – Kathy’s ultra-liberal hypocrite boyfriend
 Spinner – Sara’s pet dog
 Gordon Richards – Host of national talk show, ‘American Patriot’ and Editor-in-Chief of ‘The
New Yorker’ - Asian ancestry
 Corporal Danny Jones – Drone operator out of Edwards Air Force base, that controlled the
drone that wiped out the Afghanistan village.
 General Adam ‘Big Stick’ Pantero – U.S. Commander of Joint International forces in
Afghanistan.
 The President – President of the United States
 Dr. Art Lee – man in Hong Kong prison because of Gordon Richards
 Mysterious Stranger – man that interviewed Dr. Lee in prison
 Wife of Gordon Richards
 Daughter of Gordon Richards
 Daughter of President
 Hong Kong Interrogator #1
General Outline
Note: Comments in red explains for the reader why a scene exists, what motives the character or how a
specific video connects to the movie.


On a warm dark summer night, people crowd along the famous Santa Monica pier.



A voice talks of the war in Afghanistan and as we leave the pier and drop down to sand an iPad lay
broadcasting a political show ‘The Patriot’.
(Super nationalistic/patriotic right wing TV show)



A lone figure, Cabot Michaels (35), tall and athletic, walks slowly along the water’s edge at low
tide along Santa Monica’s wide flat beach.
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Pausing he picks up a starfish and tosses it into the waves then he looks up at the bright Milky
Way.
(a deep thinker reflecting on the meaning of the Universe)



The pilings beneath the Santa Monica pier stretch into the dark shadows where a woman, Sara
Hepinstall (28), predictably beautiful doctor struggles, held down by three figures, an assailant's
hand covers her mouth.
(she will be Cabot’s love interest. His motivation to see things in a new light)



A silhouetted Cabot a hundred yards away and lost in thought slowly approaches. The three
figures drag Sara away from the water’s edge deeper into the darkness further under the pier.



From beneath the pier comes the annoying yapping of a small dog, Spinner. To avoid
confrontation Cabot turns back from the pier and heads back home.
(Cabot doesn’t want to avoid confrontation)



Spinner bites an assailant on the ankle and receives a stiff kick for his efforts.
(dog trying to defend his master)



On Spinner’s YELP Cabot races back toward the pier.
(forced to get involved – brave – a man of action)



Sara knees one of her attackers in the groin. The man lets out an agonizing groan.
(she’s no pushover)



Silhouetted by moonlight leaking under the pier, Cabot attacks with devastating MMA fighting skills.
(a man of action)



An attacker pulls a blade and slashes Cabot. Apparently un-phased, Cabot routs his assailants.
(fortitude in the face of danger)



Sara hugs a whimpering Spinner.
(shows compassion)



Cabot examines Spinner who appears to be uninjured, just scared.
(always knows what to do)



Cabot carries Spinner as they walk up from the beach.
(bonds easily – a dog lover)



On the walk back to Sara’s they learn a about each other.
(both interested in each other – two open individuals)
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At Sara’s door she takes Spinner who has fallen asleep in Cabot’s arm and she notices Spinner
covered in blood. It’s not her dog but Cabot who is bleeding from a cut on his arm.
(Cabot too interested in Sara to notice injury)



Sara invites Cabot in to bandage his arm.
(shows active concern for fellow human)



A ‘For Lease’ sign is posted in front of her unit.
(foretelling the future – curious why sign is there)



Cabot makes a few remarks that upset Sara’s liberal leanings and he learns that she will soon be
traveling overseas with ‘Doctors Without Borders’ for a year in Afghanistan.
(we see that Sara’s liberal and that Cabot’s conservative – differing world views)



To avoid upsetting her more, Cabot excuses himself.
(concern on how she sees him)



Days later at Caltech we see a sign in front of a lecture hall. It reads, “Looking out thru the
Fishbowl?”
(hints that Cabot’s a genius – a deep thinker on the human condition)



In a lecture hall, stage lights illuminate Cabot. The audience sits in the dark. A large screen
displays a goldfish looking out at the world through a fishbowl. Cabot talks about the glass wall at
the edge of their world that defines the boundaries of their world then switches to a video
expanding out to the edge of the known Universe. Cabot talks about the Event Horizon of our
Universe, our glass wall (that’s because the galaxies are accelerating away from each faster the
farther they are apart. Somewhere out there they are moving away relative to each other faster
than the speed of light. We can never see or reach anything beyond that point. He talks about the
limits of our vision compared to other animals, our hearing, our touch, our intuitive powers, our
emotions, boundaries that define us. Various images go up on the screen showing our limits.
(shows Cabot’s genius).



Then from the audience a female voice asks, “What’s beyond the fishbowl?” Cabot says, “I don’t
know any more than the goldfish knows what lies beyond their world.” The woman’s voice says,
“Could we find the humanity we’ve abandon here on this world?”



Cabot starts to argue before he recognizes Spinner’s bark in the darkness.
(he all ready to support his views until he recognizes Sara’s dog)



Cabot tempers his comments and wraps up the lecture.



Sara invites him to a gathering of LIBERAL friends at her house. Cabot meets Stephen (40), ultraliberal intolerant. Cabot observes why Spinner has that name as he frantically chases his own tail.
(an intolerant righteous group of assholes)
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They play a game called ‘SincerityPlus’ where a person has to express different emotions based
according to a specific storyline.
(SEE DETAILS IN SINCERTY PLUS – will be used later to show Cabot’s ability to convince
people)



The liberal friends believe that they are the sensitive ones but Cabot overwhelms them with the
range of emotions he portrays.
(Cabot has a deep passion and is a student of the human condition)



Through a series of collages, Cabot and Sara begin to fall in love; walk along Santa Monica beach,
Palisades Park, dinner outside a diner, along the boardwalk in Avalon, and Griffith Park
observatory looking up at the night sky. All culminating in a kiss.
(Sara and Cabot fall in love with each other)



During this we also see scenes from the wars and Sara’s anti-war comments about us being there.
(she’s very liberal and naïve about the world)



A skeptical Cabot tempers his response with Sara’s naïve world view.
(Cabot’s afraid to make a bad impression)



Cabot fails to convince Sara not to volunteer to go to Afghanistan.
(Sara’s passionate about making a difference in the world)



Cabot learns that ‘Doctors without Borders’ needs interpreters/translators. We see him learning
Arabic, Persian and Farsi in a few days.
(he abandons all reason where Sara’s concerned and alters his own future)



We see the ‘Doctors without Borders’ team helping the residents of a small village in Afghanistan.
(there are people that care about more than themselves)



Sara video interviews almost everyone in the village as Cabot translates.
(Cabot’s fully dragged into Sara’s world and beginning to see the world through her eyes)



We also see Cabot, Sara and a few of the doctor’s look at a news broadcast from Al-Jazeera by
senior journalist Ahmed Sheikh (45) as he speaks out against the American drone attacks and his
own personal experience. Ahmed’s face is horribly burned.
(foretelling an ominous future event)



Ahmed’s email and phone number flash up on the screen seeking other personal war stories.
(foreshadowing - we see a way to contact Ahmed)



Cabot on cell phone orders monthly supplies from an Afghan merchant. He speaks Pashtu and
then switches to Farsi.
(the seemingly innocent inciting incident that causes Sara’s death)
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United States intelligence monitors all communications in Afghanistan. Their NSA terrorist expert
recognizes the American accent of Cabot speaking Arabic from the village as proof that a wanted
American Afghan terrorist, Bengal al-Awlaki, is there.
(this character is based on real American citizen, ‘Anwar al-Awlaki’, that President Obama ok’d and
carried out Extralegal Murder on)



Worried that a known terrorist might slip through their fingers. NSA security chief Ty Riddle,
authorizes a MQ-9 Reaper drone attack which General Pantero, U.S. Commander of Joint
International forces in Afghanistan, Ok’s.
(sloppy intelligence and unconcern for human life. More interested in numbers on a monthly report)



Cabot’s cell phone reception breaks up so to get better reception Cabot steps outside and walks up
a little hill.
(we wonder what might happen next)



In Air Defense Tactical Command Center Edwards Air Force Base, California, Corporal Danny
Jones (23), a redneck racist chews tobacco as he man’s the drone controls. An infrared image of a
village moves into view on the screen. Infrared image reveals several people outside the
structures.
(we know something bad is coming down)



Cabot hears a strange noise as a MQ-9 Reaper drone swoops in out of the darkness.
(foreshadowing the horror about to occur – can he not understand the danger)



The building Cabot just left, which housed the ‘Doctors without Borders’, lights up in a huge
explosion along with other buildings in the village.
(we realize that Sara’s probably dead)



In the burning debris, Cabot frantically searchers for Sara, he discovers an unexploded American
ordinance. The American drone attack has devastated the village. There are no survivors among
the international volunteers.



Cabot discovers Sara’s video camera.
(videos that shows a compassionate side of the people – we don’t know yet that Sara has
uploaded to an email account which Cabot will discover back in America and use in his videos)



General ‘Big Stick’ Pantero, Commander of Allied/American forces in Afghanistan, grants a TV
interview. He boasts that an American drone killed terrorist, Bengal al-Awlaki and a nest of alQueda commanders. He laments that members of ‘Doctor’s without Borders’ were murdered by an
al-Qaeda attack on the village before Allied forces could respond. Our precision strike resulted in
minimum civilian casualties, well within acceptable constraints considering the benefits. Ty Riddle
(45), NSA chief and cover-up co-conspirator fields questions beside the General.
(we see the people, the cover-up and conspiracy – it begins)
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In the after operation sweep of the village, Cabot is brought in for questioning and the village is
sanitized. Any evidence that the drone attack destroyed a harmless village removed and
destroyed.
(contain any leakage and remove any evidence)



Cabot tries to point out what General Pantero and Ty Riddle already knows that the drone strike
massacred not only innocent Afghan civilians but a cadre of foreign relief workers.
(he doesn’t know the conspiracy yet or that it’s about to go bad – we do)



The press wants to interview Cabot but Ty tells them to come back in the morning after Cabot has
been debriefed. Late that night Cabot’s released.
(until everything’s in place they can’t have Cabot making waves)



Cabot’s adducted and handed over to Afghan interrogators where he is tortured with a perverse
form of water boarding.
(water boarding described in screenplay)



In the morning Ty releases a statement that they are doing everything to find what happened to
Cabot.
(lies for the cover-up)



ACTING terrorized, confused, and submissive, Cabot waits for his chance. When he is left alone
with his main prosecutor Cabot strikes and escapes with his torturer’s cell phone.
(uses his acting skills demonstrated in SincerityPlus game to lower the guard of his tormentors)



Remembering Ahmed Sheikh, Cabot contacts and convinces Ahmed to come rescue him at the
Ararat Café.
(recruiting an ally to rescue him)



U.S. Intelligence has intercepted the call and sends a strike force to the café but Cabot is not there.
(they’re trying to tie up any potential loose ends)



As Ahmed Sheikh drives past the now guarded café and turns into a dark alley Cabot jumps into
Ahmed’s car.
(an obvious rescue is foiled)



Once back in Kabul, Ahmed Sheikh sets up a news conference with reporters from around the
world and after the meeting Cabot is escorted to the airport.
(giving him cover so he won’t be abducted again)



Ahmed gives him advice and his favorite book ‘Huckleberry Finn’.
(book will be used in creating a One-Time-Pad Encryption – so no one can read any
communications between them)
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Immediately on arrival back in America, Cabot is invited as a guest on a popular TV Show, ‘The
Patriot’, hosted by Gordon Richards, Editor-in-Chief of The New Yorker, accuses Cabot of being
an al-Qaeda sympathizer, why else would he know both Persian and Pashto the two languages
most used to communicate links of Pakistan and Afghan terrorists and why was he in a village of
know terrorist leaders Cabot’s booed off the show no one allowing him to respond. (discredit any
one that doesn’t supports America’s aggressive use of force throughout the world)



Cabot restrains his anger and realizes the government’s attempt to cast doubt on any protest he
may launch.
(he realizes he’s being setup and marginalized)



Cabot feels dejected. Sara’s twin sister, Kathy Hepinstall (28), a successful fiction writer, invites
him over after seeing the interview one evening to a wake with Sara’s liberal friends. They’re
skeptical about any government conspiracy and Cabot’s confronted by Kathy’s asshole boyfriend
Stephen that Cabot is un-American. Kathy’s upset over her sister’s death.
(Stephen doesn’t like Kathy being swayed by Cabot).



Cabot gets the idea of becoming ‘The Prophet’ from Kathy.
(a plan begins to form)



Back home, angry he vows to bring justice to all responsible for Sara’s death. Of course, there
is no evidence he can point to.
(the start of the hero’s journey)



Cabot suspects his emails, phones and computers are probably monitored. He formulates a plan to
pretend to go back to his normal life, lecturing at Caltech (hides his true intension).



‘The Patriot’ interviews media HERO, Air Force Corporal Danny Jones, the man that operated the
drone and supposedly foiled the plans of terrorist Bengal al-Awlaki.
(Cabot sees that ‘The Patriot’ turns questionable lowlifes into heroes)



Stephen works as a producer for ‘The Patriot’. He talks that night with Kathy about how much he
hates the people on the show. Kathy points out that he’s a hypocrite for working for the show.
Stephen tells her he has to be practical. At forty he needs to secure his future.
(Stephen’s a hypocrite that talks the talk but can’t walk the walk)



The alarm goes off early (we see the time). Stephen complains that it’s too early. Kathy jogs with
Spinner down the beach and runs into Cabot also out for a morning run. They talk about what was
on the ‘The Patriot’ the night before.
(Kathy’s starts to grow closer to Cabot)



Cabot takes his laptop and drives the neighborhood picking up ‘Unsecured’ networks through the
TOR network, where he can send secure emails and research the internet and communicate with
less fear of being monitored.
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(VIRAL VIDEO #1 TOR network - a method of remaining anonymous and conceal browsing habits
- to avoid any hint that he’s accessing the Internet)
(VIRAL VIDEO #2 How to connect to unsecured and secured networks)


On the web he finds articles on Al-Jazeera that Bengal al-Awlaki was not dead at the time of the
attack that killed Sara. In fact he had never left Yemen (his home and headquarters) and that AlJazeera had smuggled a video interview with Bengal al-Awlaki just before he was killed weeks later
by an American strike force, which Cabot watches. The video doesn’t have proof of date and could
be interpreted as being shot before the American’s claimed to have assassinated him in
Afghanistan.



On the internet, Cabot reads about UNBREAKABLE ENCRYPTION – a video shows the use of a
ONE-TIME-PAD encryption.
(VIRAL VIDEO #3 hopefully one of the viral videos to be created that shows how unbreakable
encryption can be done)



With CASH, Cabot rents a P.O. Box and makes sure there is no camera surveillance.
(hides who owns the P.O. Box)



Cabot contacts Ahmed Sheikh, through a partially encrypted email. The unencrypted message
says that all emails can be intercepted and to avoid being compromised use his favorite book to
unencrypt the rest of the message.
(the Huckleberry Finn book given to Cabot earlier - used for One-Time-Pad Encryption – explained
later – makes for completely private/unbreakable communication).



After unencrypting the real message, Ahmed contacts Cabot by phone and asks if Cabot would like
to help him gather evidence about the inhumanity of American drone attacks. Cabot tells Ahmed
that he just wants to put the incident behind him and get on with his life.
(a ploy explained in the encrypted email to avoid suspicion – as usual Cabot’s fantastic acting skills
will convince anyone listening in that he is sincere)



Ty Riddle reads the report of this conversation but still keeps Cabot monitored.



Cabot leaves his cell phone on the counter when he leaves in the predawn ours.
(to avoid being tracked by cell towers – VIRAL VIDEO #4 another hopefully viral video will explain
this in detail)



Ty Riddle works out of the Federal Building in West Los Angeles. After waiting all day, Cabot trails
Ty home.
(Cabot knows where his enemy Ty lives – keep your friends close and your enemies closer)



Cabot parks his SUV a half-mile away from Ty’s house and begins his observations with a pair of
powerful binoculars. He fires up his notebook computer and examines the networks within range, 3
appear. He plugs in a Wi-Fi booster and 3 dozen networks popup on his screen.
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(VIRAL VIDEO #5 How to create Wi-Fi booster) (wants to connect as far away as possible to avoid
detection)


He connects to an unsecure network as close to Ty’s home as possible and begins his research.
On his computer he writes down movements he observes throughout the neighborhood.
(time schedules, comings and goings – used to find discover Ty and his family’s routine)



Kathy gets out of bed early (same time as last time she met Cabot – Stephen is not there). She
and Spinner runs down the beach – no Cabot.



He also looks up deadly poisons and see picture of ‘Castor Bean’.
(used to setup Ty as a terrorist and to eliminate Danny).



He observes that Ty sets out his trash for morning pickup the evening before.



Cabot drives off.



In the predawn hours, Cabot pulls up in his SUV and from the back removes a BLUE CITY recycle
bin exchanges it for Ty’s,



At Cabot’s house he dumps the contents of the trash on a large sheet of plastic (information gained
here will be used to set up Ty as a terrorist).



We see a collage of him meticulously shifting through the garbage with tweezers, microscope, and
UV light. Cabot examines a computer printout under the microscope where he views a series of
yellow dots printed across the page. He compares the shape of the dots and then as he scans over
the dots he writes down a series of numbers.
(VIRAL VIDEO #6 serial number of printer – every laser printer is uniquely coded, like a fingerprint)



Next day he buys 2 laser printers and we see him reprogramming the chip in one of them and
removing the programming chip from the other one.
(printer serial # and date time stamp are printed in yellow dot micro print across the page)
(VIRAL VIDEO #7 We recover Ty’s cell phone company and phone number, handwritten notes,
finger prints, DNA and hair fibers)



In disguise, Cabot drives up to Edwards Air Force base and hunts out and befriends Danny Jones
(drone operator that killed Sara) and learns his history, his brainwashed prejudice against middle
eastern, ‘Camel Fuckers’. Cabot secretly videos these racist conversations with Danny.



Through emails from Al-Jazeera Cabot funnels information about Danny’s part in this to Kathy
before it’s officially released.
(to show that Sara’s death was not as depicted)



Through a series of collages again we see Cabot drive down the trail by Loyola Marymount and
collect the ‘Castor Beans’ that grow there, we see him mash the beans into a paste, we see him
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set up a chromatography lab at his house, using gel chromatography to extract the ‘RICIN’, a small
glass tube he fills with the material, then at a bee hive in the Santa Monica mountains he picks up
a hand full of dead bees, we see him in a bar where he befriends, Danny Jones,
(VIRAL VIDEO #8 Ricin is a deadly poison that could be used by terrorist)


Ahmed receives an encrypted message.
(find proof if Bengal alive at the time of the attack on ‘Doctors without Borders’)



In Yemen, Ahmed discovers proof thru a series of dated surveillance videos, date stamped emails
and interviews of friends of the innocent people unfortunate enough to be around Bengal when he
was finally killed, that Bengal al-Awlaki was alive AFTER the ‘Doctors without Borders’ attack.
Ahmed emails his encrypted proof to one of Cabot’s secret email accounts.



Cabot puts together the 1st Video (Danny’s Video). He wraps it in laser printout letter and mailed it
to several news agencies and he includes Ty’s partial fingerprint.



Through emails from Al-Jazeera Cabot funnels information about Bengal al-Awlaki killing to Kathy
before it’s officially released.
(the question soon to be asked is why. What’s Al-Jazeera’s connection to Kathy)
(VIRAL VIDEO #9 setting up Ty as terrorist)



He uses the voice of the President, words meticulously compiled from various speeches that talk
about the lies America puts forward. There are two videos the second one is in Arabic using the
voice of the reporter Ahmed of Al-Jazeera. A voice over in this is the FIRST OF SEVERAL videos.
It incorporates proof that Bengal al-Awlaki was alive after the attack. Cabot sends a copy of the first
video as proof that the drone attack didn’t kill Bengal al-Awlaki to Danny. He gives him a chance to
confess of the error (chance for redemption). He uses the voice of Ahmed Sheikh, reporter of AlJazeera to speak to the Arab world. Both versions put up on the Internet from the middle east, talk
about how ‘Allah see’s all and will punish the wicked. No one is beyond his reach.’
(setting up the persona of ‘The Prophet’)



A few days later the video has gone viral on the Internet. On ‘The Patriot’, Gordon Richards blasts
the video and gives the creator of the video a name, ‘The Prophet’. Gordon interviews Danny on
his show who still proclaims his pride in killing terrorists and that he’s looking forward to killing more
terrorists. Danny’s not rattled that the terrorist threatened him.



Stephen produces the show and talks to Danny. A security agent comes with Danny and informs
Gordon what can and cannot be asked.



The following night, a drunken Danny makes his way to his truck and as he reaches for the door
handle he draws his hand back and screams. Turning over his hand he finds two dead bees in his
palm. By the morning his roommate helps him to the base hospital where he waits in the hall and
goes into anaphylaxis shock and dies.
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The next day page one headline in the news about Danny’s murder by Islamic extremists using the
deadly poison Ricin.



On ‘The Patriot’ and in ‘The New Yorker’, Gordon Richards savagely attacks Islam and those that
aren’t pro-American.



The Arab world rejoices, Al-Jazerra writes how the Muslim world has a champion – ‘The Prophet’.



America’s in shock. Talk shows go ballistic. Terror alerts goes up across the nation, hate crimes
against Muslims spike.
(VIRAL VIDEO #10 fear sweeps America)



After interviews with Danny’s friends (come across as racists), Ty concludes that the man that
befriended Danny was not a foreigner but probably a white American male because of Danny’s
prejudice against everyone else.



Ty Riddle starts the hunt for this terrorist. Video tapes of the bar where Danny and ‘The Prophet’
met. ‘The Prophet’ is never clearly visible. He starts by putting a track on anyone that knows how
Bengal al-Awlaki really died or shows up discussing Bengal al-Awlaki. That puts him on the trail of
Cabot.
(VIRAL VIDEO #11 taps Cabot’s phone and known email accounts)



Cabot writes glowing support for America and condemns the Arab world on his Facebook page.
Most ‘Facebook Friends’ agree with him and are pro-American, if they don’t he deletes their
comment.



Tinted windows shield the outside world from the high-tech equipment inside Cabot’s SUV. On the
Internet, Cabot finds a short bio on Gordon Richards. He got his degree from ‘Harvard’ while
helping working for his father’s housing management business (a slum lord), son of Chinese
immigrates, He received his doctorate in Philosophy from Cambridge, he taught at UC Berkeley for
three years before joining the staff of ‘The New Yorker’, from there he got his break with ‘The
Patriot’.



Cabot ponders. Gordon’s life sounds too good to be true. He opens up a blank word document and
starts a file on Gordon Richards.



Cabot goes online to Harvard and sees that Gordon Richards graduated from there. Harvard’s
sight even shows his picture. Cabot checks off a box then brings up Cambridge where he sees
Gordon in a group picture of doctorate graduates. Another Internet search finds the business he
helped his parents with. Before they moved to America their last name was Wu. They ran a
management business both in America and Hong Kong with numerous building permit violations.



Cabot toggles back over to the Harvard site and closes it out. On the Cambridge website, he scans
down and he’s about to click on the close button when he notices a link on Gordon’s name. He
clicks on it and up pops Gordon’s Doctoral Thesis. He scans down the document and selects all.
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Opening up a new browser he types in http://PlagiarismDetect.com. He drops in the document. NO
MATCH – 1% similarity. He ponders for a moment then clicks a button which shows the similar
sections to known documents. The similar sections are all in Mandarin – dead end.


Cabot opens up another http://translate.google.com and drops in the thesis and converts it all to
Mandarin. Then he grabs this document and drops it in http://PlagiarismDetect.com. There is an
85% match.
(VIRAL VIDEO #12 How to determine if something is plagiarized and how to avoid detection)



In the early morning, from Cabot’s SUV the comings and goings of Gordon’s family and friends
from his townhouse is monitored.



The author of the PLAGERIZED paper…a Doctor Art Lee and how the rich and powerful Wu
family accused him of embezzlement. A secret video interview by a Mysterious Visitor to Dr. Art
Lee at the Ma Hang Prison in Hong Kong. Doctor Lee tells how he confronted Gordon about
plagiarizing his doctorate and the next thing he knew he was being accused of embezzlement.
After 8 years he was supposed to be released but he had heard that at the request of the United
States his sentence was extended.



Cabot releases his 2nd Video (Gordon’s Video). On the video distributed to the news media and
again a letter wrapped around the DVD’s, there is a final message, ‘Doctor Gordon Richards, this is
your only warning.



Late at night, across the street from Gordon’s townhouse, Cabot flips dip switches on a garage
door opener until Gordon’s garage door opens. He drives away.



The press hounds Gordon who when he gets home he has an intense conversation with his wife
and daughter.
(his family is angry and upset)



Cabot watches a video of how to connect remote controlled cell phone to an explosive triggering
device.



Ty Riddle now has a FOOTHOLD into discovering THE PROPHET. The US Government puts
pressure on Hong Kong to get the prisons SURVEILLANCE VIDEO and the name of who visited
Dr. Art Lee.



The CIA hunts down and subjects this MYSTERIOUS VISITOR to Extraordinary Rendition
(shipped off to a Black Site for interrogation/torture), claiming he’s a terrorist supporter.



Tortured, he confesses all he knows about a request from ‘The Prophet’ through Al-Jazeera. The
man’s just a journalist for Al-Jazeera.



When the Mysterious Visitor arrives in America he’s spirited away to a federal prison.
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Ty Riddle contacts Gordon Richards and offers him protection and sets up 24 hour surveillance at
his home.



Through NSA Ty does a cross reference with all the searches on the Internet over that last few
months, on Ricin, Gordon Richards, Plagarism, etc. He comes up empty.
(blocked by the TOR network that Cabot uses)



Ty speculates that this Prophet is too smart to use his own Internet, so Ty does a cross reference
of all Wi-Fi signals within a 5 mile radius of Gordon Richards. Tens of thousands of matches. He
now limits the search and focuses on unsecured Wi-Fi.
Analysis of the Wi-Fi networks reveals anomalies in the hours of use of a handful of these networks
are clustered around Gordon’s neighborhood. Statistically, a number of these unsecured Wi-Fi
networks were being accessed in the middle of the night and during hours when most people are at
work and wouldn’t be accessing the Internet. Furthermore, the sites they access appeared to be
untraceable.



The FBI has hacked into the unsecured networks and confronted these people with Kiddy Porn
placed on their computers. They make all the unsecured networks in the immediate area to
become secured with passwords.
(the government trying to justify their existence can’t help but try to control other’s lives)



Cabot drives through Gordon’s neighborhood and fires up the program that shows all the networks
in the area. Before he connects he compares the unsecured networks to those he’d had available
before. There are a lot less than before and none within a block. Suspicious, Cabot does not
connect with any network but drives away.



Kathy wakes up early and receives an email about Gordon’s part in supporting the cover-up.



She and Spinner run out the house and down the beach.



Stephen watches Kathy leave. He enters looks in her bedroom to see if Cabot’s there. He fires up
her laptop discovers the emails from al-Jazeera.



Stephen contacts and sends the emails to Ty.
(suggests that they have been made secure – but why and by who?)



Kathy returns home and notices her computer laptop lid is up, she had left it down.



Further away Cabot stops and sends a secured email to Gordon saying the government can’t help
him, the Prophet’s patience nears an end.



A new issue of ‘The New Yorker’ hits the stands. Gordon resigns his position and in the article
admits to all the things claimed on the tape.



(redemption)
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Kathy runs into Cabot and they talk. She tells Cabot about the emails she’s getting. She’s fishing
about if Cabot has anything to do with them.



Gordon opens his front door and on the steps is a garage door remote with a note attached, it
reads, “You did the right thing but I will be watching, signed ‘The Prophet’.” He pushes the button
and the garage door opens.



On Al-Jazeera’s credit card Cabot orders two Parrot Remote control drone helicopters he has them
shipped to Ahmed Sheikh office. The Editor has instructions on where to ship the order.
(VIRAL VIDEO #13 real remote control hoover device)



Ty and his men show up at Kathy’s to interrogate her about the emails found on her computer but
when they check she has deleted them.



Ty’s NSA network links any credit card purchase from America by a Middle East purchaser will be
flagged. Ty knows that two remote control drones were ordered and Riddle speculates that it is an
order by ‘The Prophet’.



Agents in the Middle East monitor Al-Jazeera headquarters.



Outgoing mail from the office of Al-Jazzeera is tracked.



Ahmed Sheikh is observed mailing a package.



At a P.O. Box in Los Angeles we see a man retrieve the package sent by Ahmed Sheikh. A swarm
of agents take down the man that picked up the package.



Inside is just a rock.



Off down the street a man clicks out a text message on his iPhone.



Back in the Middle East, Ahmed Sheikh receives a message that reads, ‘Package Intercepted’.
Ahmed smiles and forwards the message to ‘The Prophet’.



‘The Prophet’ at the same time is retrieving a package from his P.O. Box.



Back at his house he pulls out a helicopter drone from the package and proceeds to paint it black.



Cabot also looks up ‘The Mole’ a wireless camera (real device bought on Internet). And next we
see him linking a small solar cell up to the battery pack of the mole.



He prints out a letter on the laser printer and cuts it into very thin strips. He places Ty’s prints on
many of the strips of paper.
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An encrypted email message to Ahmed tells how they know where General Pantero visits when not
in America’s secure compound. General’s nickname ‘Big Stick’ is not militarily related but the fact
that he is well endowed and though married being in Afghanistan he frequents a series of
UNDERAGE prostitutes often at a fancy hotel.



Cabot asks for and receives pictures of the hotel and room which the General always uses.



The General arrives at the hotel. He and his men bypass the metal detector. All non-Americans
must pass through a metal detector. Inside the hotel a flock of girls approach the General. He picks
one out and enters the elevator. Two escort Marines follow him. An Arab waiting in the lobby lifts
his cell phone as soon as the girls that had gone up the elevator come out. Two men in the room
directly above the General have been recording the General’s perversions all along. From a laptop
they guide a small helicopter drone which flies out their window, drops down and glides in the
General’s window. The naked General reaches for the door. The laptop camera feed goes blank as
an explosion rocks the hotel. The men pack the laptop and walk out of the room.



That same night in America ‘The Prophet’ releases on the Internet the 3rd Video (Pantero’s
Video).



Unfortunately, the men were caught on surveillance and one is captured the other killed. Under
torture he spills his guts that it is Ahmed Sheikh’s plan.



With this information and information given by Stephen, Ty gets permission to kidnap Ahmed
Sheikh.
(if they get him and torture him they will have enough information to put together that Cabot is ‘The
Prophet’)



Cabot reads an article that when the President comes to Los Angeles he stays in the bungalows at
the Fairmont Miramar Hotel.



Cabot goes on Google Earth and zooms in on the hotel and looks around and points to a large
palm tree across the street.



A cherry picker below a palm tree a man places a black object in the shadows at the very top of the
tree.



Cabot reads online that the President is coming to Los Angeles for a fund raiser. He’s bringing his
family.



Ahmed informs Cabot that the two men he entrusted to take out the General have gone missing
and he is closing down all operations and removing any links he has to the Prophet.



Finally a day before the President’s supposed to come to Los Angeles, Cabot releases the 4th
Video (President’s Video) using the president’s words. It tells the President he will receive one
warning and that he is not beyond reach.
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(As always he wraps each DVD he sends out to the various news agencies in a letter typed on the
color laser printer he always uses. On one of the DVD’s he leaves a human hair, on another a
different partial print of Ty’s)


The Presidential motorcade pulls up at Santa Monica’s Fairmont Miramar.



Later in the day the President’s daughter and the First Lady are relaxing outside the bungalows
sunning themselves.



On a laptop an image suddenly appears and inside Cabot’s SUV we see the image of the
bungalow area and people moving around.



We see the camouflaged helicopter drone take off and a moment later it is hovering above the first
lady. It descends, the secret service finally notice but before they can reach her or her daughter
there is an explosion.



A shower of what appears graffiti rains down. An agent picks up one of the strips and reads it. This
Mr. President is your only warning.



It’s early morning Cabot parks his SUV, an early morning Trash Dump truck drives by, Trash
pickup day. Cabot walks down the sidewalk in front of Ty Riddle’s house and drops the laptop
we’ve seen all along into the dumpster he makes a call to 911 about a suspicious man coming out
of the house early in the morning and putting a laptop in the trash, he looked foreign.



An email arrives at Ty Riddle’s laptop, “Riddle me this: What happens if a dog’s tail is long enough
and he starts chasing it? Answer: He catches himself.” He looks out his office windows a sees a
slew of FBI cars converging on his house.



Finally an overwhelming assortment of evidence points to Ty Riddle as the assassin. He’d been set
up by Cabot.



On Sirius Radio there’s a new show, Gordon Richards hosts and talks how an American traitor has
been uncovered, Riddle.



Across the world it is night and Ahmed Sheikh is confronted by a team of men. A gun battle ensues
and Ahmed is killed.



One of the men on a cell phone leaves a cryptic message operation Prophet failed suspect down.



The President watches a video of Ty being interview. He seems convincing that he is innocent.



What is not released is that Danny’s, Pantero’s, Gordon’s and The President’s prints were also
found on the graffiti. Also the President is told that the last email to Ty from ‘The Prophet’ could not
have been sent by Ty.
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A man tells the President that the Operation failed. The President comments that that was the only
person that could have verified the identity of the Prophet.



Cabot releases the 5th Video (Final Video). It talks about how the world is ready to extend the
hand of peace but if not ‘The Prophet’ waits.



The President goes online and announces the capture of ‘The Prophet’ but he also announces a
new era in the United States interaction in the world. That we will not be the world’s police and that
America is immediately withdrawing all troops from all arenas of war.



Cabot has returned to his normal life as a professor and giving a seminar on the possibility of extra
terrestrial life and how civilizations go extinct and how we are on the same track unless we change
our ways.



A woman Kathy Hepinstall (Sara’s twin sister) asks a poignant question, “Will America go the way
of all empires?” Again Cabot can’t see the audience but he gives a very humane response. Then
he hears the familiar bark of ‘Spinner’ which runs up to him. He picks up the little fellow and makes
a interesting comment about life as the audience begins to exist the auditorium. Kathy comes up to
retrieve her dog. She tells him she no longer sees Stephen. He asks her out for dinner.



ENDING CREDITS

